Two-dimensional cell sheet manipulation of heterotypically co-cultured lung cells utilizing temperature-responsive culture dishes results in long-term maintenance of differentiated epithelial cell functions.
Here we report two-dimensional cell sheet manipulation (2D CSM) of heterotypically co-cultured lung cell sheets and the maintenance of differentiated phenotypes of lung epithelial cells over prolonged periods of up to 70 days. This was facilitated by poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PIPAAm)-grafted tissue culture dishes. PIPAAm-grafted dishes are responsive to temperature changes and offer a unique surface on which cells adhere and multiply like on ordinary tissue culture dishes under the permissive temperature of 37 degrees C, but on lowering of temperature resulting in changes in hydration of the polymer the cells spontaneously detach from the surface without use of enzymes like trypsin which is the common procedure. It has been well documented that type II pneumocytes of the lung lose many of their special features rapidly in culture. The culture system detailed here comprises random co-culture of epithelial and mesenchymal cells of lung. The heterotypic cell culture system promotes cell-cell interactions maintaining a harmonized physiology. When this heterotypic monolayer on PIPAAm-grafted dishes was subjected to lower temperature of 20 degrees C and 2D CSM we were able to transfer the monolayer as a single contiguous sheet with cell-cell connections intact to other surfaces. This non-invasive transfer of cell sheet resulted in shrinkage of the monolayer, enabling the type II cells to regain their cuboidal morphology and specialized characters like Maclura pomifera lectin binding and surfactant protein A (SP-A) expression. The active dome formation also observed subsequent to transfer reaffirms the uniqueness of the culture conditions and 2D CSM in future for developing tissue like architecture in vitro.